Pretty Little Liars Season 2, Episode 14: Through Many Dangers, Toils and Snares

Through this episode, a lot of things have happened. Aria has come clean to her parents about Ezra, and now the situation is just getting even messier. Tristan has come clean about being in a relationship with a girl, and then he turned out to be transgender. Meanwhile, Hanna is dating Slade, and he seems to be the one who is putting her on a leash. We also see Emily's dad working for the FBI, and the team is trying to figure out who is behind the attacks.

There is a scene in this episode where the characters are singing Amazing Grace. The lyrics are: 'Tis grace hath brought me safe thus far, And grace will lead me home.

The episode also includes a scene where the characters are discussing the history of Gospel music. They talk about how it started with African slave music and has evolved into the music we know today.

Overall, this episode is a rollercoaster ride with a lot of twists and turns. The characters are dealing with a lot of issues, and it's going to be interesting to see how they resolve them in the coming episodes.